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Adaptive Spice shelf
	
  

1. Abstract
Die meisten Menschen haben ein bestimmtes Kochverhalten und nutzen ähnliche
Gewürze, um ihren Geschmack zu treffen. Das hilft sicher etwas leckeres zu kochen,
aber dabei kommt die Vielfalt leider zu kurz. Wir haben eine Lösung geschaffen die
immer neue Rezepte vorschlägt, und dabei den Geschmack des Nutzers im Blick
behält.

2. Task
Our challenge was to make a concept for an adaptive interface and transfer the idea
to a prototype. After a brainstorming phase, we decided to care about all these
people using the same spices in almost every meal they are cooking to give them
inspiration by using content adaption.
3. Idea
The main Idea behind our adaptive spice shelf is to bring the User fast and efficient
to a new level of cooking by giving him meal suggestions selected by his taste
which is identified when he use spices. Then the system should offer him
suggestions matching his taste or the other way, offering him meals with spices he
never use to inspire him to cook new things.

4. Adaptive mechanism
We replace your spice shelf at home with our own spice shelf.
Then the user takes his spices out of the spice shelf. The system recognizes it every time
any spice is taken and stores the data in a database with a link to the user.
In an iPad application, Users can manage Accounts and specify if they like fish, Chicken,
Noodles and Stuff like that. According to the data, the system gives the user proposals what
to cook.
It could be things that fit the taste and the spices he is using, but if he’s curious, it could
also be something that uses the other spices.

Using our iPad app, the user can log himself in and start to cook a meal or directly
get inspired by the suggestions on the dashboard. We also track if the user decides
to cook a suggestion and rate the spices better or more badly if he uses spices that
aren’t considered, or doesn’t use spices that are.
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5. Adaption process over time
We would like to support a lot of content adaption and some presentation adaption.
Our content adaption consists of the iPad application content, the meals the user could
cook.
The presentation adaption consists of some led lights that mark the spices to use in the
actual meal.

6. Afferential
First of all, the user makes a login in an iPad app. Then, the user takes his spices for
cooking just as he does every day to make his food.
With help of a lot of resistors placed on spices and contacts on the shelf, the system stores
the Data about the user in a Database.

7. Inferential
The System checks for two different things:
Fits to your taste
To find new meals that fit to the user’s cooking behavior and taste, our System checks the
more often used Spices and searches for meals to cook with them. So the user can cook
things that fit to his taste without cooking the same things every day.
Doesn’t fit to your behavior
Most people have a lot spices at home they don’t really often use. The System reads them
and accesses a cooking API to find meals with the spaces our user rarely uses to show him
new tastes.
Both
For both systems, it’s recommended that the user first enter a few data on an iPad app like
things he likes and doesn’t like. For instance if he hates seafood, the system shouldn’t show
him a seafood pizza. And things he love for instance meatballs.

8. Efferential
In the end, an iPad application suggests the user meals that he might cook. Whenever he
chooses something, the spices to use light up in the shelf.
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9. Rating system
To get a better overview about the user’s taste, we are using determined rules to interpret
the usage of spices.
At every spice usage, we store a rating and a timestamp in the database.
spiceID

timestamp

Rating

2
4

1390317625205
1390317629368

1
-2

Free cooking
When a user is logged in and starts to cook, every used spice becomes stored in the
database with the rating 1.
Cooking after recipe
When the user decides to cook a chosen meal, we are using different ratings:
A spice that’s in the recipe and is used is rated with 1
A spice that’s in the recipe and is not used is rated width -2
A spice that’s not in the recipe but is used is rated with 2
That’s how we make sure to recognize the users taste in the best way so that the ratings
summarize themselves up in a useful way. Every data dies after 31 days, so that the system
always fits the actual taste.
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10. Prototype
Backend
We decided to use PHP and MySQL for the backend. Whenever any request is sent
tot he server, some data are getting stored or printed in a JSON String.
We have a few different requests available:

startCooking(user1, user2)
One or two users start to cook together. If more than one person is logged in, all the
spice usage is stored for both oft hem.

rateSpice(spice, rating)
Whenever the user takes a spice from the spice shelf once in a cooking session, a
rating from -2 to +2 is stored in the database to find out what our user likes.

getMeals( )
This performs a request to another API where our recipes are taken from. We send
multiple requests to rate the meals in the best way to be displayed.

Frontend
As frontend, we made a web application in HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript. It’s an
application where you are free to scroll through your suggestions and have a deeper
look into the recipes. We also provide an experimental mode where we display the
meals with spices you use les soften.
Just to show, but without a function is the menu where you can choose what you
really like or really do not like in this cooking session.
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11. Spice shelf

	
  
On this Picture you can see the Prototype installation. On the top is the Arduino with a Wifi
shield to connect to the network. Beneath is a breadboard to connect the wires of the spice
shelf with the Arduino.

	
  
11.1 The connection
	
  

The resistor, here with 2,4 k
Ω

The back of the connector
with the two contacts
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The first prototype of the
Spice shelf

11.2 Further Development

This is the final Prototype of the Spice
shelf. It has 10 connection points for
10 different spices.

For the Prototype installation we
sticked the connectors on the bottom
of the spices.

The Arduino board with the Wifi Shield on top connected to the Spice shelf.
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12. IPad application

The Application starts with a user login. In the prototype we made three users
to see the different cooking behaviors.

After the login the home screen is loading the meal which fits to your taste.
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If the user wants to change the suggested meals or simply want to start the
“Experimental Mode” he needs only to open the top menu bar in which the
additional options are.

By selecting a meal you get a “Detail View” of the meal. In this view you get
additional information about the recipe and the ingrediences. If you decide to
cook the selected meal you need to press the “start” button to let the system
know that you are now cooking that specific meal.
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